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 US equities rose week-on-week on the back of positive sentiment 
led by the tech and healthcare stocks amid upbeat corporate 
earnings results. The DJIA closed at 35,677.02 (+1.08% WoW), while 
the S&P 500 closed at 4,544.90 (+1.64% WoW). 

 Asian equities rose amid optimism over corporate earnings and the 
unexpected interest payment by property developer China 
Evergrande Group. The MSCI APxJ closed at 660.57 (+1.60% 
WoW). 

 European equities rose as positive outlook corporate earnings offset 
worries of potential policy tightening from major central banks. The 
MSCI Europe closed at 156.26 (+0.50% WoW).  

Global equities continued to gain following upbeat corporate earnings. Global yields went up as investors hawkish signals from the 
Federal Reserve. Global oil prices rose amid tight supply and increasing demand. 
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 US Treasury yields rose following the lower-than-expected initial jobless claims data 
for the week ended October 16. This was also after Chairman Jerome Powell hinted on 
the start of the tapering and stated that inflation might be elevated until 2022. On 
average, yields went up by 3.93 bps WoW, with the 10Y closing at 1.63% (+6.21 bps).  

 German bund yields rose following hawkish comments from the Bank of England and 
the US Fed, resulting in speculations of a rate hike in the Eurozone by the end of the 
year. On average, yields rose by 2.25 bps with the 10Y yield closing at -0.11% (+6.20 
bps WoW).  

 Japanese bond yields went up, following the increase in US Treasury yields, amid 
concerns on the pace of inflation and the timing of policy tightening by the Federal 
Reserve. On average, yields rose by 1.23 bps WoW with the 10Y closing at 0.09% 
(+1.60 bps WoW). 
Key events that transpired during the week: 

 China's GDP as of 3Q fell to 4.9%. This was close to consensus expectations of 5.0%, 
and lower than the 7.9% GDP posted in 2Q. China’s National Bureau of Statistics said 
the power shortage had a “certain impact” on the GDP, with many factories stopping 
production in late September. 

 US Initial jobless claims as of Oct 16 fell to 290,000, the lowest it has been since the 
onset of the pandemic. The latest jobless claims are close to consensus expectations 
of 297,000 and are a slight decline from the previous 296,000 initial jobless claims.  

 Global oil prices continued to rise as supply remained tight amid increasing 
demand in the US and other regions that have started to pick up from the 
pandemic. Brent oil closed at $85.53 per barrel (+0.79% WoW), while WTI 
crude closed at $83.76 per barrel (+1.80% WoW). 
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 Local fixed income yields rose on the average tracking the US Treasury 
yields on expectation of the Fed’s tapering and higher inflation expectations. 
On average, yields went up by 6.17 bps WoW with the 10Y closing at 4.95% 
(+1.01 bps WoW). 

 Key events that happened during the week:  
 The Department of Energy is considering suspending the excise tax on 

petroleum products as global commodity prices continue to soar. The move can 
cut prices by Php8-10 per liter. As of writing, Brent CO1 prices have 
appreciated 75.24% YTD. 

 The International Monetary Fund (IMF) sees potential scarring in the PH 
economy as it continues to grapple with the COVID-19 pandemic. Last week, 
the IMF downgraded its Philippine GDP forecasts for 2021 and 2022 to 3.2% 
and 6.3% respectively, both below government targets. The multilateral lender 
said both monetary and fiscal support will be needed for recovery. 

Sources: BPI, Business World, PDI, Phil Star, Manila Bulletin, Reuters, Briefing, Bloomberg, CNN, Dow Jones, The Wall Street Journal, CNBC 

Local equities rose on loosening quarantine restrictions. Local fixed income yields rose and the Philippine peso weakened on taper 
talk and hawkish Fed sentiment. 
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 The Philippine peso weakened, amid negative sentiment from worries 
over China’s growth rate and on hawkish comments from the Fed. The 
USD/PHP pair closed at 50.79 (+0.15% WoW). 

 The Euro strengthened as the on tapering bets in the US as well as 
persistent inflation. The EUR/USD pair closed at 1.1643 (+0.36% WoW). 

 Local equities rose during the week amid continued decline in daily COVID 
cases, relaxation of restrictions, and optimism on 3Q21 corporate earnings 
releases. The PSEi finished at 7,289.61 (+1.06% WoW). 

 Gains were led by Robinsons Land Corporation (RLC; +7.86%), JG Summit 
Holdings, Inc. (JGS; +6.40%), and Aboitiz Equity Ventures Inc. (AEV; 
+5.88%). Meanwhile, Globe Telecom, Inc. (GLO; -5.65%), Wilcon Depot Inc. 
(WLCON; -3.57%), and BDO Unibank Inc. (BDO; -3.03%) were the laggards 
of the week. 

 Key events that transpired during the week: 
 Filinvest Land, Inc. (PSE Ticker: FLI) has filed via email a preliminary 

prospectus with SEC on its offer and sales of up to Php8 billion worth of 
fixed rate peso denominated retail bonds with an oversubscription option of 
up to Php2 billion. The security will have a maturity period ranging from 4 
years and up to 6 years. 

 AC Energy Corporation (PSE Ticker: ACEN) plans to acquire the 
remaining 51.6% stake in UPC/AC Renewables Australia joint venture which 
gives them the full 100% ownership. ACEN's subsidiary AC Renewables 
International Pte Ltd. will acquire the interest held by its partner UPC 
Renewables Asia-Pacific Holdings and UPC/AC Renewables Australia's 
Chief Anton Rohner for a total consideration of $243.3 million, subject to 
adjustments. 
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